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Stimulus-specific processing consequences
of pattern goodness
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Two issues concerning the effects of visual pattern goodness on information processing time
were investigated: the role of memory vs. encoding and the role of individual stimulus goodness
vs. stimulus similarity. A sequential "same-different" task was used to provide differentiation
of target item or memory effects from display item or encoding effects. Experiment 1 used
four alternative stimuli in each block of trials. The results showed that good patterns were
processed faster than poor patterns for both "same" and "different" responses. Furthermore,
the goodness of the target item had a greater effect on reaction time than did the goodness
of the display item, indicating that memory is more important than encoding in producing
faster processing of good stimuli. Effects of interstimulus similarity on processing time were
minimal, although isolation of good stimuli in a similarity space could explain many of the
results. Experiment 2 replicated the results of Experiment 1, despite the fact that differences
in similarity space had been minimized by using only two alternative stimuli in each block.
In addition, the speed of processing a "same" pair was essentially independent of the particular
alternative stimulus in a block. These results suggest that in this task, there is a processing
advantage for good stimuli that is stimulus specific, with the effect operating primarily in
memory.

It is widely recognized that the structure of visual
objects affects phenomenal experience, although the
precise nature of that effect is not fully known. The
Gestalt psychologists made substantial progress in
understanding these experiences by enumerating charac
teristics of patterns that made them perceptually "good."
More recently, Garner (1962) indicated how such good
ness might be related to stimulus information and redun
dancy. He suggested that for a given pattern, the num
ber of equivalent patterns provided a useful index of
what constitutes a good figure: The fewer the number of
equivalent patterns, the better the given pattern will be.

For experimental purposes, rotations and reflections
serve as one useful specification of equivalent patterns.
If rotating and/or reflecting a pattern yields the same
pattern, the number of equivalent patterns is one and
the pattern is good; if rotating or reflecting a pattern
yields severaldifferent patterns, the number of equivalent
patterns is larger and the pattern is poorer. Garner and
Clement (1963) showed that this definition was highly
correlated with the way people rate goodness, thus
providing a well-defined means of specifying a good
or a poor pattern independent of subjective ratings.

Processing Consequences of Goodness
Using a variety of information processing tasks, it

has been found that good patterns are processed more
efficiently than poor patterns, as measured by time or
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by errors. Since it has been shown that there exists a
reliable processing advantage for good patterns, recent
research has been primarily concerned with establishing
the nature of that effect. In particular, this research
has tried to determine whether the better processing of
good patterns is due to encoding or memory factors.

Encoding effects of goodness. A series of recent
studies has argued for encoding effects of figural good
ness. Clement and Varnadoe (1967) conducted a two
choice speeded classification task in which subjects
sorted decks of cards with two alternative dot patterns
per deck. The alternatives were both good, both poor,
and one good and one poor. The decks with two good
patterns were classified most rapidly, the decks with
two poor patterns were classified most slowly, and the
decks containing one good and one poor pattern yielded
intermediate results. Clement and Varnadoe argued that
their results were due to a faster encoding of the good
patterns.

The card-sorting technique did not allow determina
tion of reaction times (RTs) to individual patterns of
the pair to be discriminated, so Garner and Sutliff
(1974) carried out the equivalent experiment with a
discrete choice reaction procedure. One particular stimu
lus was assigned to each of two response keys. Stimuli
appeared one at a time, and the subject was required to
indicate which of the two stimuli had appeared. There
were three conditions: two good stimuli, two poor
stimuli, and one good stimulus and one poor stimulus.
The conditions with one or two good stimuli were both
faster than that with two poor stimuli. In addition,
reactions to good stimuli within the good-poor condition
were faster than reactions to poor stimuli in that condi-
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tion. This difference was attributed to an encoding stage

without specifying precisely the nature of that stage.

Ruth (1976) used a similar two-choice reaction

procedure to extend these results through an examina

tion of the effects of expectancy on RT to good and

poor patterns. Expectancy was specified by cues indicat

ing the probability of occurrence of particular stimuli

or goodness levels. She found that reaction to both

expected and unexpected good targets was quicker than

reaction to expected and unexpected poor targets,

respectively. Ruth assumed that the expected items are

held in memory. She argued that an unexpected item

does not affect memory and a faster response for unex

pected good targets therefore indicates an effect of

goodness on encoding.

An encoding effect of goodness was also supported

by Bell and Handel (1976). They showed that under

backward masking, good patterns were more accurately

reproduced than poor ones, although there was no such

difference in the absence of the mask. Good patterns,

they argued, were more fully encoded before the onset

of the mask.

Memory effects of goodness. Checkosky and Whitlock

(1973) utilized the Sternberg memory-scanning task to

address similar questions. Two or three patterns of a

particular goodness level were presented as memory

items. A test item was displayed to the subject, who was

then required to indicate as rapidly as possible whether

or not the item was in the memory set. The investigators

found that for positive responses, there were no changes

in the intercepts of functions with items from different

goodness levels, although there were slope differences.

Following the stage analysis of Sternberg (1967),

Checkosky and Whitlock suggested that goodness had

influenced memorial comparison rather than encoding.

After additional analysis of these data, Gamer (1974)

noted that in the case of negative responses, there is a

change in intercept for test items of different goodness.

Using the same logic that had been followed by

Checkosky and Whitlock, Gamer concluded that there is

also an encoding effect of goodness.

Pomerantz (1977) pointed out that the Checkosky

and Whitlock (1973) study was restricted by certain

assumptions of the additive-factors approach. In addi

tion, the two-choice reaction tasks had not controlled

what item or items were being held in memory, since the

subject was free to use a number of different memory

strategies. Pomerantz tried to clarify the issue, using a

two-choice reaction procedure, by assigning a single

stimulus to one response and two or four stimuli to the

second response. His assumption in using this procedure

was that the subject would "focus" on the single stim
ulus that was assigned its own response and would thus

hold in memory only that item and not the larger num

ber of items assigned to the second response. The sub

ject would then presumably use a go/no-go strategy of

simply deciding whether or not the presented stimulus

was the single item in memory. Pomerantz' results

showed that only the goodness of the focused stimulus

affected RT (good stimuli again being faster); from this

result, Pomerantz concluded that goodness had its effect

on memory, not on encoding, in this task.

Goodness and Similarity Effects

In the various information processing tasks used in

this research, goodness of individual stimuli clearly

affects RT. The effects thus appear to be stimulus

specific. However, in any of these tasks, two or more

stimuli are actually used, and these stimuli have simi

larity relations in addition to the stimulus-specific prop

erty of goodness. In order to clarify the effects of good

ness as distinct from the effects of similarity, it is

necessary to distinguish between two types of similarity.

Interstimulus similarity. Between the members of any

pair of stimuli, there is a similarity, and in any task

involving differentiation between two stimuli, this

similarity may have an effect on RT quite independently

of the effects of goodness. For example, Gamer and

Sutliff (1974), in using a two-stimuli choice RT pro

cedure, found that the interstimulus similarity of a pair

of stimuli did affect RT. The effects of goodness in this

and in similar tasks, however, are demonstrated by

showing that particular stimuli with different goodness

have different RTs even though they share a common

interstimulus similarity. In the Gamer and Sutliff

example, good stimuli were responded to faster than

poor stimuli when paired against each other. Thus

goodness effects were shown in addition to similarity

effects.

Similarity space. If more than two stimuli are used in

a particular task, then there still exist interstimulus

similarities for all of the possible pairs, and these might

well influence RT, much as they do when only two

stimuli are used in a task. In addition, however, there

is an overall similarity space involving similarity relations

between all stimuli in the total set. This similarity space

can have additional effects on particular stimuli

(Lockhead, 1972), because each stimulus has a unique

relation to the entire set of stimuli. For example, stimuli

may differ in how close the nearest other stimulus is or

in how close on the average each stimulus is to all the

others.

The concept of similarity space relates to the present

research in two ways. First, good stimuli are more

isolated in a similarity space. Gamer (1962, 1974) has

emphasized that good patterns have few alternative or

equivalent patterns; thus they should be isolated in a

similarity space. Lockhead and King (1977) have indeed
shown with similarity ratings of some stimuli for which
the concept of goodness is meaningful that good pat

terns are more isolated than poor patterns. More

recently, King, Crist, and Lockhead (1979) demon

strated that under certain conditions similarity relations

can predict RT for such patterns.



The second reason for interest in the idea of a simi
larity space is that its role need not be the same for

encoding and for memory functions. Thus an investiga
tion of the roles of memory and encoding should aid in
understanding the role of similarity space in the pro
cessing of pattern goodness.

Purposeof this Research
We conducted two experiments designed to clarify

further the role of goodness in information processing
by using a task that would allowbetter separation of the

roles of memory and encoding in influencing the nature
and magnitude of any effects of goodness. In Experi

ment I, we obtained RT data for a set of four alternative
stimuli; we also collected both goodness and similarity
ratings to allow a comparison of the respective roles of
these two factors. In Experiment 2, we used just two
alternative stimuli in any single experimental block, in
order to eliminate any effects due to a similarity space.
In addition, by using different alternative stimuli in
different blocks,with different interstimulus similarities,
we could determine more directly the nature of good
ness effects over and above any similarity effects.

GENERAL METHOD

The task we chose was the sequential "same-different" task,
because it provides a clear separation between the functions of
the two stimuli: The first stimulus presented, the target, is to be
held in memory and compared with the second stimulus pre
sented, the display. The response is then to indicate whether or
not the second item is the same as that held in memory. Both
the first and second items have to be encoded, of course, but,
with a reasonable delay between the target and display item, it

a
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can be assumed that encoding of the first item is completed
before presentation of the second item. Thus independent
manipulations of the goodness of the ftrst and second stimuli
will allow speciftcation of the relative importance of memory
and encoding effects.

Stimuli
The stimuli used in this paper are the four patterns of dots

shown in Figure 1; they are identical to four of the patterns
used by Garner and Sutliff (1974). Each of these patterns was
generated by placing nine dots in the cells of an imaginary
5 by 5 matrix, with at least one dot in each column and each
row. Each pattern is labeled with a digit and a letter. The digit
indicates the number of different patterns that result from all
possible rotations in steps of 90 deg and/or reflections about
vertical, horizontal, or diagonal axes of the given pattern (the
R&R subset size); the letter merely differentiates speciftc stimuli
belonging to a certain subset size. The patterns represent two
different goodness levels by the R&R criteria. Two of the pat
terns (la and Ib) are generated from subsets of Size 1, and two
(8a and 8b)from subsets of Size 8 (see Garner, 1974, Lecture 1).

For these stimuli, symmetry provides a similar distinction.
Patterns la and Ib have vertical, horizontal, and diagonal sym
metry; 8a and 8b have no symmetry about a major axis.

The patterns were printed on slides and were back-projected
onto a screen, with the patterns showing as black dots against
a white background. TIlesubjects viewed the patterns in a sound
deadened room (2.13 m square), with a constant low-intensity
illumination.

Conditions
In an attempt to extract the relevant import of first and

second items in this paradigm, we will consider three distinct
types of pairingsor conditions and their respective subconditions.

Same stimuli, The first condition consists of those stimulus
pairs that are composed of identical target and display items and
require a "same" response. A subcondition consists of "same"
pairs from the same goodness level. Thus lala and Ib lb would
belong to one subcondition, and 8a8a and 8b8b would belong to
a different subcondition.

b

• • •• • • •
R 8 R1 • • • •• • • •

• • •
Goodness Rating 9.00 7.88

• • • •
• • •

•• • •R 8 R8 • • •
•• • •

Goo d n ess Rat in g 3.50 3.13

Figure 1. The four patterns used in Experiments I and 2 and their associated mean goodness ratings as obtained in Experi
ment I on a IO-point scale. The stimuli are identified in the text by a number indicating R&R subset size and a letter indi
cating the specific stimulus of a particular R&R subset size.
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Different stimuli, same goodness level. The second stimulus
condition is made up of stimulus pairs that have different stim
uli but come from the same goodness level and require a "dif
ferent" response. A subcondition consists of all pairs belonging
to a particular goodnesslevel.Thus lalb and Ibla would belong
to one subcondition,and 8a8b and 8b8a would belong to a
different subcondition.

Different stimuli, different goodness levels. The third stim
ulus condition includes the remaining pairs that require the
"different" response; these pairs consist of stimuli from different
goodness levels. The subconditions consist of pairs for which the
goodness level of the target and display are in the same order.
Thus la8a, la8b, Ib8a, Ib8b would belong to one subcondition,
and 8ala, 8alb, 8b1a, 8blb would belong to a different subcon
dition. For each stimulus pair in one subcondition, there is a
pair with the same stimuli in a reversed order in the other sub
condition.

EXPERIMENT 1: FOURSTIMULUS ALTERNATNES

Method
SUbjects. Eight right-handed Yale graduate students, four

male and four female, were paid to serve as subjects for a total
of approximately 5 h each.

Stimuli. The four patterns in Figure 1 were used. The pro
jected dots were 2 mm in diameter, with the centers of adjacent
dot locations being separated by 8 mm horizontally and verti
cally. The subjects viewed the patterns at a distance of approxi
mately 1.0 m. The total pattern thus subtended a maximum
vertical or horizontal visual angle of approximately 2.0 deg,
and both target and display stimuli were presented in the center
of the viewing field.

Reaction time procedure. The task required a sequential
"same-different" identification. On each trial, one of the four
stimuli was presented as the first (target) item for 1.0 sec,
followed by a 1.0-sec delay. One of the same four stimuli was
then presented as the second (display) item; it remained on until
a response wasmade. There was a delay of 4.75 sec after the end
of one trial to the beginning of the next, during which the
experimenter recorded the response and the RT to the display
stimulus and changed slides. RT was measured by an electronic
clock to the nearest millisecond. Timing and measurement were
controlled by logic circuitry.

Responses were made by tapping one of two response keys
located 12 em apart. All subjects used their right hands to
depress the right key and their left hands to depress the left key.
Four subjects (two male and two female)wereverballyinstructed
to press the right-hand key if the stimuli were the same and the
left-hand key if the stimuli were different; the remaining four
subjects were giventhe reverseresponse assignment.

At the beginning of the experiment, the subject was shown
exemplars of the four stimuli without details of timing or
sequence. The subject was instructed to respond as rapidly as
possible without making errors.

Experimental design. Each subject participated in three
sessions on 3 consecutive days. Each session lasted approxi
mately 1 hand 40 min and consisted of 24 practice trials fol
lowed by six blocks of 96 trials each. The subject was given a
short break after each block. The subject was informed that
the first set of trials was practice or warm-up.

On each block of 96 trials, half were same pairs (12 trials of
each of the 4 pairs of same stimuli), and half were different
pairs (4 trials of each of the 12 pairs of different stimuli). Thus
each response was required for half of the trials. The pairs of
stimuli were presented in quasirandom order, with the following
constraints: No memory or display item could occur in more
than three successive trials, and neither response could occur
more than three times consecutively.

Analyses. Each session provided for each subject a total of

72 trials for each of the same pairs and 24 trials for each of the
different pairs. Error trials were eliminated, and a median RT
was calculated for each subject for each of the 16 stimulus pairs
for each of the three sessions. These medians provided the basis
for all further RT analyses. Statements of significance are at
p < .05 and are based on analyses of variance with Newman
Keuls tests for pairwisecomparisons.

Mean error rates for each session were 2%, and there was no
indication of a speed-accuracy tradeoff. No further analyses of
errors were made.

Rating procedure. At the end of the RT portion of the
experiment, two types of ratings were obtained from the sub
jects: (1) The goodnessof each of the four stimuli was rated on a
scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being very poor and 10 being very good;
(2) the similarity between the six nonidentical pairs of stimuli
was also rated on a scale of 1 to 10, with higher numbers mean
ing more similar. For both of these ratings, the stimuli were
shown on cards placed in a fixed 2 by 2 order; only a single
rating was obtained for each stimulus or stimulus pair, with no
counterbalancing for position.

Results and Discussion

The goodness ratings obtained for the four patterns

are indicated under each pattern in Figure 1. These

ratings simply confirm that the patterns from the two

different R&R subset sizes do differ substantially in

rated goodness in the expected direction.

A preliminary analysis of variance of the RT data

(sex by hand by subject by session by condition) estab

lished that there were no main effects of either sex or
hand and no significant interactions involving these

factors. Therefore, all subsequent analyses used data

collapsed across sex and hand. While there was a signifi

cant decrease in overall RT from the first to the third

session (means per session were 503,444, and 423 msec),

this change did not significantly interact with any of

the principal comparisons. Therefore, the mean values
for the various conditions are presented in Table 1,

collapsed across sessions.

Effects of conditions. Overall mean RT to same
trials was faster than that for different trials. Since the

relative speed of the two types of response is easily

influenced by the number of trials of each type, no

specific interpretation is given to this difference. Further

more, this difference is not directly relevant to the issues
being addressed in this experiment.

Same stimuli. Mean RT for each of the four stimulus

pairs requiring a "same" response is shown in the first

portion of Table 1. The two poor-poor pairs had virtu

ally identical mean RTs. The good-good pairs differed

by 19 msec, which is not statistically significant. How

ever, the mean difference between the good-good pairs

and the poor-poor pairs was a significant 48 msec.

Thus, while there were no differences in RT within

a subcondition, the good-good subcondition was con
siderably faster than the poor-poor subcondition.

Different stimuli, same goodness level. As shown
in the middle of Table 1, four of the stimulus pairs
that require a "different" response are composed of a
target and a display item from a single goodness level.

Within each subcondition (good-good and poor-poor),
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Table 1
Mean Reaction Time (in Milliseconds) for Each Stimulus Pairingin Experiment 1: Four Stimulus Alternatives

Different Stimuli

Same Stimuli Same Goodness Level Different Goodness Levels

Good-Good Poor-Poor

lala

lblb

Mean

389

408

398

8a8a
Sb8b

446

446

446

Good-Good Poor-Poor Good-Poor Poor-Good

lalb 451 8a8b 477 1a8a 460 8ala 465

lbla 449 8b8a 475 la8b 482 8bla 489
lb8a 452 8alb 484
lb8b 459 8blb 477

450 476 463 479

Note-Means for each pairing are collapsed across blocks, sessions, and subjects.

the two pairs had the same two stimuli but in the

reversed order. Both of the two good-good pairs were

faster than both of the two poor-poor pairs, with a

significant mean difference of 26 msec. In contrast,

within a goodness level, the difference was a nonsignifi

cant 2 msec for both good-good and poor-poor pairs.

Thus the order of stimuli within a pair does not affect

RT, although the goodness level of the pair does.

These results show that, once again, good patterns

are processed faster than poor patterns, that the effect

is not due solely to the particular order in which a

pair of stimuli is presented, and that the effect occurs

both when a "different" response is required and when

a "same" response is required.

Different stimuli, different goodness levels. There

were eight stimulus pairs that contained one good and

one poor pattern, as shown in the last portion of Table 1.

Four pairs had a good pattern as target and a poor

pattern as display, and four pairs had these stimuli in

reversed order. For each pair of stimuli, RT was shorter

when the good stimulus was the target item, with

differences ranging from 5 msec for Stimuli 1a and 8a

to 32 msec for Stimuli 1band 8a. For each ordered

pair, the difference did not reach statistical significance,
but for all four pairs together, the mean difference of

16 msec was significant.

These results show that the effect of goodness on

processing is not restricted to pairs in which the good

ness level of the two stimuli is the same. Furthermore,

they indicate that the faster processing occurs when the

target item is good. In isolation, this result is not fully

interpretable, since when good stimuli are the targets,

poor stimuli are the displays. Strictly speaking, it is

possible to state the results as follows: Better perfor

mance occurs when poor stimuli are in the display. This

way of stating the result, however, is inconsistent with

data from the other two conditions. For both "same

stimuli" and "different stimuli, same goodness level"

conditions, good stimuli were processed faster than poor

stimuli. Additional analyses will attempt to clarify this

interpretation.

Effects of target and display. Two comparisons of

conditions involved varying goodness of target items

while holding goodness of the display item constant:

good-good vs. poor-good and good-poor vs. poor-poor.

All of the good-good pairs were faster than all of the

poor-good pairs, with a significant mean difference of

29 msec, Six of the eight possible individual comparisons

showed good-poor pairs to be faster than poor-poor

pairs, with a significant mean difference of 13 msec.

Thus with the goodness of the display item held con

stant, good target patterns produced faster processing

than poor target patterns.

Two other comparisons of conditions held goodness

of target item constant while varying the goodness of the

display item: good-good vs. good-poor and poor-poor

vs, poor-good. The effect of display item goodness

depended on the goodness level of the target item. With

a poor item as target, the goodness level of the display

item had virtually no effect on speed of processing

(3 msec), but with a good item as target, a good display

item was processed faster (a significant 13 msec) than a

poor display item.

Effects of similarity. The obtained similarity ratings

for the six pairs of stimuli were 8a8b = 7.75, lalb =

4.75, la8b=3.8l, Ib8a=3.8l, la8a=3.38, lb8b=

3.31. Briefly, the two poor patterns were most similar,

the two good patterns were next most similar, and the
greatest dissimilarity was between the good and the poor
patterns, with an average similarity rating of 3.58 and

only small effects of the particular pair of good-poor
patterns.

Interstimulus similarity. With the sequential "same

different" procedure, on each different trial a particular

pair of stimuli is involved, and the interstimulus similarity

of this pair might influence RT. The good-good different

stimuli were faster than the poor-poor different stimuli,

and this is what would be expected on the basis of

interstimulus similarity. However, the good-poor and

poor-good stimulus conditions should have been the

fastest because these stimuli are most dissimilar, but

they were the slowest when the poor stimulus was the

target and intermediate between the good-good and the

poor-poor conditions when the good stimulus was the

target. Thus, somewhat surprisingly, there was no clear

effect of interstimulus similarity on the different RT.

Similarity space. Goodness is correlated with isolation

of stimuli in a similarity space, because the two poor
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patterns are more similar to each other than are the two

good patterns. Thus the two good patterns are more

isolated both from each other and from the poor pat

terns than the two poor patterns are from each other

or from the good patterns. This isolation could account

for the faster "same" responses to good patterns than to

poor patterns. It might also account for the fact that
good-poor RTs were faster than poor-good RTs, on the
assumption that the effect of the relative isolation is

greater in memory than when encoding is occurring. It

might further account for the faster responding to

different good patterns than to different poor patterns,

but in this case, goodness, interstimulus similarity, and

isolation in similarity space all predict the same result.

In conclusion, the two major findings of Experi

ment I are that "same" responses to good patterns

are faster than those to poor patterns and that "differ

ent" responses are faster when a good pattern is

the target held in memory than when a poor pattern

is the target. Since these two results are at least

consonant with the idea that good stimuli are isolated in

a similarity space, with its resultant faster processing,

an additional experiment was carried out to provide

further clarification of the issues.

EXPERIMENT 2: TWO STIMULUS ALTERNATIVES

Because the results of Experiment I showed effects

that could be due to a similarity space, in Experiment 2

we used blocks of trials in which only two stimuli could

occur. This procedure minimized the possibility that the

more complex similarity space was used by having a
single interstimulus similarity operate for each block of
trials.

Although only two stimuli could occur in a single

block of trials, all six pairs of the four stimuli of Experi
ment 1 were used in different blocks. This procedure

makes it possible to compare the speed of both the

"same" and the "different" responses as a function of

the particular alternative stimulus, and thus of the
particular interstimulus similarity. If the results show no

consistent effects of interstimulus similarity (as in

Experiment 1) but do show effects of stimulus goodness,

the effect of goodness can be more certainly ascribed

to its stimulus-specificproperties.

Method
Subjects. Twelve Yale University students, eight male and

four female, each received course credit, pay, or a combination
of both to participate in this experiment for a total of approxi
mately 2.5 h. Three of the subjects had participated in Experi
ment 1.

Stimuli. The patterns of Experiment 1 were used, but the
maximum vertical or horizontal visual angle of the projected
image was reduced to approximately 1.0 deg. Both the target
and display items were presented in the center of the viewing
field.

Procedure. The task was again a sequential "same-different"
identification. In each block, only two of the four stimuli could
appear. On each trial, one of the two stimuli was presented as

the first (target) item for 1.0 sec, followed by a 1.Q-sec delay.
One of the same two stimuli was then presented as the second
(display) item and remained on until a response was made.
Between trials, there was a delay of 3.25 sec, during which slides
were changed and responses and RTs were recorded. Timing
was controlled by logic circuitry. Responses and RT (to the
nearest millisecond) were recorded by a computer, a fact that
permitted the reduced inter trial interval. Responses were made
in the same manner as in Experiment 1. Response assignment
was quasirandom: Six subjects (four male and two female) were
verbally instructed to press the right-hand key if the stimuli were
the same and the left-hand key if the stimuli were different;
the remaining six subjects (four male and two female) were given
the reverse response assignment.

Before each block, subjects were shown exemplars of the two
stimuli for that block. They were instructed to respond as
rapidly as possible while trying to avoid errors.

Experimental design. Each subject participated in two
sessions in a single day. Each session lasted approximately 1 h
and 15 min and consisted of six blocks of trials. The subject was
given a short break between blocks and a longer break between
sessions.

Each block consisted of a total of 48 trials, half of which
were same pairs (12 trials of each of the two same pairs of
stimuli), and half of which were different pairs (12 trials of each
of the two different pairs of stimuli). Thus, within a block, each
response was required on half of the trials.

In each session, every stimulus occurred in three blocks
(paired once with each of the other three stimuli); each same
pair therefore occurred in three blocks, whereas each different
pair occurred in only one block. As a consequence, each same
pair occurred three times as often as each different pair over the
course of the experiment.

The order in which the pairs of stimuli were assigned to
blocks was balanced across subjects in a Latin square design
for each group of six subjects. The order of blocks was reversed
for each subject in the second session. The pairs of stimuli within
a block were presented in a different quasirandom order for each
block, with the following constraints: No pairing could occur
more than five times sequentially, and in order to prevent the
subject from trying to guess the stimulus order, sequences that
appeared to the experimenter to have some detectable pattern
were not used.

Analyses. Each block provided a total of 12 trials per subject
for each pair. Error trials were eliminated, and a median RT was
calculated for each of the four stimulus pairs in each of the
blocks for each session. These medians provided the basis for all

further RT analyses. Statements of significance are at p < .05
and are based on analyses of variance with Newman-Keuls tests
for pairwise comparisons.

Mean error rates for each condition ranged from 2% to 5%
and were positively correlated with mean RT. No further
analyses of errors were made.

Results and Discussion
Analyseswere collapsed acrosssex and hand. Although

there was a significant decrease in overall RT across

sessions, this change did not interact with any principal

comparison. Therefore, the mean values for the various

conditions are presented in Table 2, collapsed across

sessions.
Effects of conditions. Overall mean RT to same pairs

was faster than that for different pairs. Once again, how

ever, this difference is not of primary importance for
the issues investigated in this experiment, so no specific

interpretation is given. Of interest are the differences
between good and poor stimuli within each response

type.
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Table 2
Mean Reaction Time fro Milliseconds) for Each Stimulus Pairing

in Experiment 2: Two Stimulus Alternatives

Same Stimuli

Same Alternative Same Same Alternative Same
Pair Stimulus RT Pair Stimulus RT

1b 500 1a 568

1a1a 8a 478 8a8a lb 580

8b 517 8b 569

Mean 498 572

1a 508 1a 594

Ib1b 8a 504 8b8b Ib 578

8b 513 8a 578

Mean 508 583

Mean* 503 578

Different Stimuli

Same Goodness Level Different Goodness Levels

Good-Good Poor-Poor Good-Poor Poor-Good

1a1b 586 8a8b 626 la8a 561 8ala 591
Ibla 567 8b8a 634 la8b 587 8bla 617

1b8a 587 8a1b 621
1b8b 582 8b1b 619

Mean 577 630 579 612

Note-Means for each pairing are collapsed across blocks, ses-
sions, and subjects. "Overallmean. .

Same stimuli. Each stimulus was paired with each of

the other three stimuli in separate blocks. The three

mean RTs for each same pair are presented in the upper

portion of Table 2. The alternative stimulus present in

each block is indicated next to the RT.

There were significant differences between the good

good and the poor-poor "same" responses, with an

overall mean difference of 75 msec. In contrast, the
mean difference between stimuli within a 'goodnesslevel
was 10 msec for the good patterns and 11 msec for the
poor patterns. This result replicates that of Experi
ment 1, with "same" responses to good patterns being
considerably faster than "same" responses to poor
patterns.

Further analysis can clarify the relative importance

of goodness and interstimulus similarity in determining

the speed of the "same" response. Consider first the

extent to which the "same" RT to stimuli of one good

ness level depends on the goodness level of the alterna

tive stimulus. The two good stimuli (1a and 1b), when

paired with each other, show a mean RT of 504 msec,

and they differ from each other by only 8 msec. These

same two good stimuli, when paired with the poor

stimuli (8a and 8b), show a mean RT of 503 msec, with

a range of from 478 to 517 msec. Thus the "same" RT

to a good stimulus is unaffected by the stimulus alterna

tive with which it is paired. In a similar fashion, the two

poor stimuli, when paired with each other, show a mean
RT of 574 msec, differing from each other only by

9 msec. These same two poor stimuli, when paired with

the good stimuli, show a mean RT of 580 msec, with a

range of from 568 to 594 msec.

In brief, these data for "same" RTs indicate that

the RT to a particular stimulus is relatively unaffected

by the stimulus alternative or by the interstimulus simi

larity between the two stimuli in a block, but it is greatly

affected by the goodness level of the specific stimulus.

A corollary to this conclusion is the fact that the

similarity between a pair of stimuli does not act in a

symmetric fashion to determine the speed of the "same"

response, since when the goodness levels of the two

stimuli in a pair differ, so also do the "same" RTs. Thus
we have essentially no evidence that interstimulus

similarity is operative in determining these "same" RTs,

but considerable evidence that the goodness level of the

specific stimulus is.
Different stimuli, same goodness level. The lower

left section of Table 2 indicates a statistically significant

mean difference of 53 msec between good-good and

poor-poor stimulus pairs, as contrasted to differences

within goodness levels, which were a nonsignificant

19 msec for good stimuli and 8 msec for poor stimuli.

This result again replicates that found in Experiment 1:

Good stimuli are responded to more rapidly than are

poor stimuli when the stimuli are different but of the

same goodness level.

Different stimuli, different goodness levels. The RTs

for the eight pairs of stimuli in which one good stimulus

is paired with one poor stimulus are shown in the lower

right section of Table 2. For each of the four stimulus

pairings, RT was faster when the good stimulus was

the target than when the pairing was reversed so that

the poor stimulus was the target. The differences ranged

from 30 to 37 msec, with a mean difference of 33 msec.

Effects of target and display. The mean RT for all

different stimuli with a good target was 578 msec,

whereas that for poor targets was 618 msec; this is a
significant difference of 40 msec. In contrast, there was
no significant difference between the combined good

display (600 msec) and the combined poor display
(596 msec). As in Experiment 1, this result can be

interpreted as indicating that the primary effect of stim

ulus goodness is in the pro.cessing of the memory item.

Effect of similarity with different stimuli. It has

already been noted that interstimulus similarity has no

effect on the speed of the "same" response, although

goodness has a large effect. The same conclusion can

be drawn with respect to the effect of interstimulus

similarity on the speed of the "different" response. The

difference in RT for the two conditions involving differ

ent stimuli at the same goodness level could by itself

be interpreted as a result of interstimulus similarity,

since the more similar poor patterns were discrimi

nated more slowly than the less similar good patterns.

However, as in Experiment 1, further comparisons
with the RTs for the different stimuli with different

goodness levels do not allow this interpretation. If inter
stimulus similarity were the determining factor of RT,
the good-poor and poor-good pairings should have
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provided the fastest RTs. In contrast, RTs for the

good-poor and poor-good conditions were intermediate

between those for good-good stimuli and poor-poor

stimuli. Still further, the substantial difference in RT

when a good rather than a poor stimulus pattern was the

target or memory item suggests that interstimulus simi

larity is a weak factor at best in determining the RT to

different stimuli.

SUMMARY AND GENERAL DISCUSSION

The experiments reported here attempted to clarify

the effect of goodness on information processingby the

use of a sequential "same-different" task, allowing a

differentiation of the role of goodness in memory and in

encoding.

Memory and Encoding

The sequential "same-different" task shows a sub

stantial effect of pattern goodness on processing. RT

to two configurally good stimuli is faster than that to

two poor stimuli, both for stimuli that are the same and

for stimuli that are different but at the same goodness

level. In these two conditions, however, both the target

item presumably held in memory and the display item

that presumably must be encoded have the same good

ness. There is, therefore, complete confounding between

the roles of goodness in the target and in the display

item, so that no conclusions can be drawn that differ

entiate between the role of memory and encoding.

Such differentiation is possible, however, in the third

condition, when the target and display items have differ

ent goodness. In both experiments, there was a clear
effect of the target item but not of the display item on
RTs. This result alone suggests that the primary effect
of pattern goodness occurs in the processing of the

memory item. However, it should be noted that the
amount of difference in RT between simple reversal
of target and display stimuli is never as great as that

obtained when both target and display belong to the
same goodness level. Insofar as we can distinguish

between memory and encoding effects, our data show

that memory is the more important factor. It is not

possible, however, to eliminate the role of encoding

entirely, and the role of encoding may well be inter

active with the role of memory in this task.

Are other results compatible with those obtained

here? The data of both Checkosky and Whitlock (1973)

and Pomerantz (1977) were reanalyzed in terms of the

conditions used in our experiments, and in both cases

the good-good "sames" were faster than poor-poor
"sames," good-good "differents" were faster than

poor-poor "differents," and good-poor "differents" were

faster than poor-good "differents." Both of these papers
had been interpreted as showing a primary effect of

memory on the processing of goodness, but the specific

agreement in this pattern of results is quite striking in

light of the differences in procedures.

Whereas other studies have been interpreted as

showing encoding effects, it is possible to account for

the principal results of those studies in terms of memory

effects. Following Pomerantz (1977), it is reasonable
to think of the two-choice discrimination task used by

Garner and Sutliff (1974) as a "same-different" task in

which the subject specifies the target item. Assume that

the subject in fact handles the two-ehoice task by first

fixing one item in memory and then using a go/no-go

strategy, so that the subject is essentially deciding

whether the immediately displayed stimulus is or is not

the item in memory. If a good item is easier to store or

focus than a poor item, the subject will tend to use
good patterns as targets, and, consequently, good stimuli

will be responded to faster than poor stimuli. Garner and

Sutliff obtained just this result.

Ruth (1976) argued for an effect of goodness on

encoding, basing her conclusions largely on the facts

that unexpected good stimuli were processed faster than

unexpected poor ones and that the difference between

good expected and unexpected stimuli was less than that

between poor expected and unexpected stimuli. These

results, however, can be accommodated by assuming

that the effectiveness of an expectancy is greater for

good than for poor patterns and that good patterns

always are expected to some extent, regardless of the

particular expectancy induced experimentally.

It is difficult to accommodate the results of Bell and

Handel (1976) to a predominant effect of memory,

but there is little reason to assume that goodness has no

effect on encoding. Our conclusion is simply that

insofar as the effects of memory and encoding have been

separated by the use of the sequential task, the effect

of goodness is greater on the item held in memory than
it is on the item displayed for comparison.

The Role of Similarity
The effects of interstimulus similarity on RT in tasks

involving choice or comparison of stimuli are so well

documented that RT is frequently used as a measure of

interstimulus similarity. Despite this fact, in the present

experiments, the stimulus-specific property of goodness

clearly dominated the results. Whereas the isolation of

particular stimuli in a similarity space was a possible

explanation for the results of Experiment I, in which

four alternative stimuli were used, its role as a simple

explanatory concept was eliminated by the use of just

two stimulus alternatives in a block of trials in Experi

ment 2. In addition, it was shown that interstimulus .
similarity did not provide a straightforward account of

goodness effects: "same" RTs did not vary with the

alternative item, and good-poor "differents" were

faster than poor-good "differents."
However, these results do not completely invalidate

the role of similarity as an explanatory construct in

understanding goodness. Goodness and similarity are

both highly complex concepts, and it is therefore

difficult to relate them in a simple way. Our results do,



however, place constraints on the concepts of similarity

that are compatible with a description of the effect of

goodness.

Several recent studies have provided analyses of

similarity that are consistent with some of the results

described here. Podgorny and Garner (1979) showed

that "same" RTs for matching of letters could be

analyzed in terms of differential intraobject similarity

or self-similarity. They argued that faster RTs indicated

greater intraobject similarity. The results we have

described would thus be consistent with the notion that

good patterns have higher intraobject similarity.

In addition, several authors have argued that similarity

can accommodate asymmetries. Tversky (1977) argued

for a feature-matching model in which the order of
item presentation affected judged similarity. Krumhansl

(1978) elaborated a distance-density model that recon

ciled asymmetries to a geometric model of similarity.

Again, both of these positions would be consistent with

an interpretation of goodness as reflecting the influence

of an asymmetric similarity.

There are thus several approaches to similarity that

do address some of the issues we have raised about

goodness. However, whereas most conceptions of

similarity are dependent on taking into account the

stimuli presented in the experimental set, our results

have demonstrated that the similarity relations of the

experimental set are not adequate to explain the role of

goodness.

But the fact that similarity relations among items in

the explicit set do not account for the data is not

equivalent to a rejection of the role of similarity. As

Garner (1962) originally argued, the notion of goodness

is closely tied to that of an inferred set. The goodness

of a particular stimulus is due to the number of inferred

alternatives rather than to the number of actual alterna

tive stimuli; good patterns have few inferred alternatives
or equivalent stimuli. Such a notion suggests that good

patterns can be thought of as isolated in an inferred
similarity space. Thus goodness entails certain relations

in that space, and goodness and the inferred space are

intimately related.
In summary, our results do not suggest an incompati

bility of goodness and similarity explanations. Rather,

we have demonstrated stimulus-specific effects of

goodness insofar as neither explicit interstimulus

similarity nor similarity space accounts for our results.
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However, to the extent that goodness is describable in

terms of inferred alternatives, it is quite compatible with

a description of implicit similarity relations of specific

stimuli.
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